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We have arrived at the summer of 2021 and we continue
to travel at full throttle and the first months of 2020 have been
relegated to the past.
The health crisis of these years has given us the
opportunity to measure our strengths and better understand our
potentialities that every day, thanks to the technologies we
implement, become more and more and offer new opportunities
to our partner companies and to our customers operating in the
elevator and hoist sector.
The people with whom we work and the indomitable spirit
of all the workers in the sector lead us to look to the future with
considered optimism, also because in this period the
opportunities offered by the European and Italian policy on
energy efficiency make us hopeful.
Thanks to the incentives provided in relation to the renewal
policies in the direction of the efficiency of the Italian real estate,
many renovations are in progress and many other interventions
both of construction of new systems and of renovation of old
elevators and goods elevators are being planned by our
customers who are the companies of construction, assistance
and maintenance of elevators and goods elevators.
For almost a century our company has been producing
components for elevators, goods lifts and special systems for
vertical transport of people and goods and at this moment we are
engaged together with technological partner companies in the
production of components and devices that contribute
significantly to the reduction of energy supply costs, thanks to the
use of devices that have the task of making consumption more
efficient by significantly reducing the waste of energy due to
significant peaks and troughs, we are talking about Effy, the
project made in Coam that reduces the current absorption and
the power required until today for the operation of hydraulic
systems.
With Effy the adoption of a hydraulic elevator, especially in
apartment buildings up to 4 floors, is definitely convenient
because it saves energy during use and costs of maintenance
and assistance given the known strength and safety of hydraulic
elevators and hoists.

https://www.coamhub.it
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Everything you need to know about the
110% Superbonus
Thanks to the 110% Superbonus, those who carry out a renovation will be able to count
on a 110% deduction of the expenses incurred for interventions that improve the energy
efficiency of buildings and reduce the seismic risk; the measure is valid until 30 June 2022.
The components for hydraulic elevators produced and/or marketed directly by Coam and
the components for electric elevators marketed by the companies in the Coam area are
prepared to assist all companies involved in the design, construction and renovation of elevators
and hoists, in particular we point out the EFFY device, which we will talk about again in this
issue.
In order to provide guidance to consumers, we recommend the guide published on the
Altro Consumo website that answers what you need to know about the work allowed and the
requirements needed to obtain the benefits provided, convenient practical information and
answers to some questions that the consumer asks.
https://www.altroconsumo.it/soldi/imposte-e-tasse/news/ecobonus-e-sismabonus
▼ Altroconsumo institutional video
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Energy efficiency in elevators and hoists,
the commercial lever in favour
of our partners and customers
As promised in the previous lines, we come back to talk about Effy, the device
produced by Coam thanks to its engineering department, the advanced production sector in
the factory and the partnership with the company Elmo and Engr. Giuseppe Coldani.
The Effy device is certainly a commercial lever for our partners and customers who are
the companies of design, construction, renovation and assistance of elevators and hoists.
We talk about commercial lever with good reason because thanks to the provisions
concerning the energy efficiency of buildings and the relative incentive also known as
Superbonus 110% the Italian companies of installation and renovation can propose to the
administrators of condominium, to the owners of buildings used as houses and to the
companies that manage commercial, industrial or handicraft buildings, to take advantage of
this opportunity also mounting an hydraulic elevator or goods elevator made very energy
efficient by the Effy device.
We suggest to the
technicians and to the
owners
of
companies
dealing with elevators and
hoists
to
watch
the
interesting
video
of
explanation of the Effy
efficiency device
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Small hydraulic and domestic elevators grow in numbers
Particularly in Italy, where the
components for hydraulic elevators of a
certain size and for special installations are
produced, the sector of hydraulic elevators is
flourishing again.

Today we recommend watching this
video from Cambridge Elevating - Daily
Planet Home Elevator "How To" - which
shows a step in the assembly of a micro
hydraulic elevator, in a country where the
hydraulic type elevator is very common.

This is thanks to the programs and
facilities provided by the italian State to
stimulate the renovation of buildings and
related systems with a view to energy
efficiency (see also superbonus 110%).

You'll notice how a hydraulic elevator
can truly be assembled in any setting.

Coam company, with its device called
EFFY, a device to improve the efficiency of
electricity consumption in hydraulic elevators,
is the protagonist of this revival, because the
EFFY device, which we have often talked
about on the pages of our magazine, makes
the installation of hydraulic elevators and
hoists super convenient.

▼ Cambridge Elevating – Daily Planet Home Elevator
"How To"

Thanks to EFFY and to the easier
location of the machines for the actuation
(unlike rope elevators in the case of hydraulic
systems the tank with the oil, the pump and
the valve or the control unit can be very
easily placed, even in narrow spaces and at
the base of the elevator), we see more and
more condominiums and houses of civilian
housing or buildings in general up to four
floors, install even small or micro hydraulic
elevators.
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Special, strange, fantastic elevators and hoists!
But also real elevator towers, like those
of the Volkswagen warehouses that have
become also a landscape attraction, wonders
like the Gateway Arch in St. Louis - Missouri
with its vertical transportation system that
takes the public from the base of the great
arch to the top and then the spherical elevator
of the Globen Sky View.
The world of vertical travel and
transportation is becoming more and more
fascinating and technologically advanced, and
companies from all over the world, including
Coam are each contributing their technology
to building wonders for increasingly stunning
vertical travel.

The world of vertical transportation is a
world in continuous evolution. Coam has
participated with its components to the
construction of many special installations,
such as the circular bench elevator Louvre in
Paris, the pop-up bar in Switzerland, the
original car lifts that disappear under the
road, but also elevators on cruise ships and
special locations.
In our wanderings among the world
video productions of vertical transportation
enthusiasts, we have seen and recommend
you to see some very special installations,
some famous for the location, others that are
real attractions, elevators that have inspired
important scenes in movies, or that are real
movie sets in action movies, where in the
elevator shaft really famous scenes take
place (in some cases certain portions of the
elevator tube are reconstructed in studio).
Strange elevators such as those in
continuous cycle that never stop, or rotating
elevators for lifting boats in order to cope with
the tides, and even the elevator bar on the
cruise ship that moves very slowly between
one floor and another of the ship.
Watch in this very nice video elevators and special
installations from around the world.
►
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Hydraulic elevators in railway stations
and passenger terminals
Hydraulic lifts are increasingly used
in railway stations and in general in hubs
and passenger terminals all over the
world, for their robustness, the sense of
security they convey and their long service
life in all conditions of operational stress.
We see some of them not
necessarily
equipped
with
Coam
components, but always very interesting.

▲ Deve-Schindler Holeless Hydraulic elevator
Farsta Strand trainstation, Stockholm, Sweden

◄ KONE Hydraulic elevators - Montréal Trudeau
Airport, QB, Canada
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“Incredible elevators”
an elevator that takes you above the clouds
Tourists are the best reporters when it comes to documenting vertical travel
experiences. Waiting to see the "movies" shot by tourists who travel for pleasure to Earth
orbit, aboard some missile and spacecraft, today you can see videos of vertical travel in
elevators that take you above the clouds, as in the case of the Hammetschwandlift, the
highest outdoor elevator in Europe, which offers a spectacular view of Lake Lucerne.
The exceptional elevator is located in Switzerland, on Mount Bürgenstock, at 1129
meters above sea level and was inaugurated in 1905. It originally consisted of a wooden
and zinc cabin and had a maximum capacity of 8 passengers.
Today the elevator, technically and stylistically evolved into a glass and metal
structure, is capable of transporting up to 15 people at a time, traveling its 152.8 meter
height in just one minute.
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A leap into the past,
when elevators were operated by the operator
In the era of home automation and computerized automation of elevators and hoists,
we allow ourselves the luxury, thanks to youtube, to take a trip in an elevator totally manual,
where the movement is guided by man through an original vintage cloche, the doors slide
by hand and the atmosphere is a real blast from the past.
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Paternoster elevator
There are still a few installations around, but the system is more suitable and safer if
implemented in industrial processes rather than for the transportation of people.
In itself, the operating principle is simple and reminiscent of certain ancient
technologies for continuous water lifting, where instead of cabins there were buckets or
containers. It is somewhat reminiscent of lifting systems for sand, soil or grains; it is also
used in concrete mixing companies, in certain types of quarries and in certain production or
industrial storage companies.
In the video that we recommend you to watch, the one in operation in the Prague City
Hall is filmed, one of the few elevators of this type still in operation. The conductor of the
video takes you to a laboratory where he explains the technology of continuous vertical
transport and with an explicit animation draws attention to the risks of serious accidents if
this type of elevator is used in processes involving the vertical transport of humans, animals
but also things that are not liquids, powders or granules.
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COAM House Organ dedicated to information about technologies,
sustainability, solutions, design and events in the area of the vertical lifting
of people and goods through the use of hydraulic elevators and car lifts.
Review of videos, information and images from all over the world.
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Notes: In Coam Hub periodic webinars dedicated to vertical transport technologies are
waiting for you. Participation is for operators in the sector in https://www.coamhub.it - the
subscription is free.
Do you want us to talk about you? Tell us what you’re doing, which technologies you use
and which solutions you present in the elevator area and in the vertical lifting of people and
goods.
Technicians, designers, entrepreneurs and company managers who wish to be contacted
to illustrate solutions, products, projects and offers for the webinar or for communication
campaigns towards B2B market can contact the editorial office. Interviews, articles and
editorials are free and published at our discretion.
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